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Introduction. This paper falls naturally into three parts. In the first, §§1-5,

we define and study the reduced Teichmüller space T#{T) of a normalized Fuchsian

group T. For a group T of the first kind, T#{T) coincides with the Teichmüller

space T(r), and our results are for the most part restatements of results of Bers

[6], [8]. For a group F of the second kind, T#{T) coincides with the space S(r)

which we studied in [10], and our results continue the research begun in that

paper. In the second part .of the paper, §§6-7, we study the finite dimensional

spaces T#{T). We show in particular that T#{T) has finite dimension if and only

if T is finitely generated. In the final section, we study the reduced Teichmüller

space of a Riemann surface.

The debt which this paper owes to the work of Ahlfors and Bers is obvious.

The author is especially grateful to Professor Ahlfors for introducing him to the

study of Teichmüller spaces.

1. The reduced Teichmüller space. We denote by G the group of all Möbius

transformations which leave the upper half plane U invariant. G is a Lie group,

canonically isomorphic to SL{2, R) modulo its center. Let T be a discrete subgroup

of G. The limit set L(r) is the set of accumulation points of the orbit 17. £(r) is a

subset of the extended real axis. We say that T is a normalized Fuchsian group if

0, 1, oo e£(r). The letters I\ F will always denote normalized Fuchsian groups.

T is of the first kind if L(r) is the extended real axis. Otherwise, L(r) is a perfect

nowhere dense subset of R u {oo}, and V is of the second kind.

We denote by S* the group of all quasi-conformal self-mappings of U which

leave the points 0, 1, oo fixed. The mapping w in S* is said to be compatible with the

group rifH,o^ovv_1is conformai for each A in T. In this case, w induces the

isomorphism Ai-> w ° A ° w~l of F onto the normalized Fuchsian group

iv ° T ° tv"1. We call an isomorphism 8 of T onto V a qc isomorphism if some w

in 2* induces 8. The set of qc isomorphisms with the domain T is the reduced

Teichmüller space T#(r).

Following Bers [6], we call wx and vv2 in 2* equivalent if w1(x) = w2(x) for all

real x. The Teichmüller space T(r) is the set of all equivalence classes of mappings

in S* compatible with Y. It is important to compare 7\r) and T#(r).
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Lemma 1. Let w, w0 in 2* induce 0, 0O in F#(r) respectively. Then 0=0O if and

only if w{x) = w0ix) for all x in L{Y).

Proof. We may assume that w0 is the identity map. (Otherwise, replace w, 0,

r by w o wo""1, 0 ° 0Q-1, 0o(r).) Suppose w(*)=* for all * in L(r). Then for all A

in T and x in L(r), Ax = wiAx) = 0L4)x. Since L(r) contains more than two points,

0 is the identity. Conversely, assume 0 is the identity. Let x be the attractive fixed

point of the hyperbolic transformation A in Y. As n -> oo, An{wii)) -> x. But

An{w{i)) = w{Anii)) -* w(x), so H'(x) = x. Since the attractive fixed points are dense

in L(r) and w is continuous, the lemma is proved.

Corollary. There is a canonical surjection f: T{Y) -*■ T#{Y). f is infective if and

only if Y is of the first kind.

Proof. If w induces 0 in T#{Y), we put/([w]) = 0, where [w] is the equivalence

class of w. By Lemma 1, / is well defined for all Y and injective for Y of the first

kind. Clearly, / is always surjective. Finally, if Y is of the second kind, one can

easily construct a map w in S* which is compatible with Y and induces the identity

automorphism of Y but does not leave all points of the real axis fixed.

2. Beltrami differentials. Every quasiconformal mapping w has distributional

derivatives

Wz = liwx-iwy),       ws = i(w* + w„)

which are locally L2 functions and satisfy Beltrami's equation

(2.1) w¡ = pwz

where /¿(z) belongs to the open unit ball in Lœ. Conversely, each p in the open unit

ball of LcoiU) determines a unique mapping wu in S* which satisfies (2.1).

p. in LmiU) is called a Beltrami differential of Y if it satisfies

(2.2) piAz)A'iz)*IA'iz) = piz)       for all A in Y.

The Beltrami differentials of Y form a closed subspace of L„AU). We denote its

open unit ball by M{Y). An easy calculation shows that wu is compatible with Y

if and only if p, e M{Y).

For p. in M{Y), let 0U be the qc isomorphism in F#(r) induced by wu. We endow

T#{Y) with the quotient topology associated with the surjective map p i-> 0„. The

same topology is induced by the Teichmüller metric on T#{Y), which is defined as

follows. For any qc isomorphism 0, let Ä^(0) be the least number K such that a

AT-quasiconformal mapping induces 0. If 0X, 02 e T#{Y), the Teichmüller distance

di0x, 02) = log AT(02o 0fi). It is easy to prove that F#(F) with the Teichmüller

metric is a complete metric space.

3. Quadratic differentials. Let D( = Q(r)) be that component of the comple-

ment of L(r) which contains the lower half plane U*. Q. is either U* or the comple-

ment of L(r), according as Y is of the first or second kind. In either case Q. is
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invariant under F and carries a Poincaré metric ds=X(z)\dz\ with curvature —4

which satisfies

(3.1) X(Az)\A'(z)\ = X(z)       for all A in T.

The Banach space B#(Y) of bounded quadratic differentials is the set of functions

9? holomorphic in Q, real at real points of Q, and satisfying

(3.2) <p(Az)A'(z)2 = <piz)       for all A in T

and

(3.3) HI = sup |y(z)|A(z)-2 < co.

For T of the first kind, B#{T) is a complex Banach space under the usual operations.

If T is of the second kind, only multiplication by real scalars is possible, and B#(Y)

is a real Banach space.

Theorem 1. There is a canonical homeomorphism j which maps T#{T) onto an

open bounded domain in B#(F). Each <p in B#(F) with \\<p\\ <2 is of the form j(8u)

where p-(z)= —\<p(z)X(z)'2.

Remark. B#(T) carries a natural analytic structure, complex or real according

as T is of the first or second kind. This structure, together with the mapping j,

induces a canonical analytic structure on T#(T).

Proof. For T of the first kind the theorem is a restatement of results of Bers

([8], Theorem 6) and Ahlfors-Weill ([4]; see also [2, Chapter VI C]). H> e M(T),

let vvw be the unique quasiconformal self-mapping of the plane which leaves 0, 1, oo

fixed, satisfies (2.1) in U, and is conformai in U* = Q. We recall that j(8u)={wlx, z},

the Schwarzian derivative of w".

Now suppose T is of the second kind. Let -n : U -»• Q represent U as the universal

covering surface of Ü. Let r* be the group of B in G such that -n ° B = A ° n for

some A in T. T* is a Fuchsian group of the first kind. Let/": T#(Tn) -+ B#(T'1) be

the canonical map. The mapy: T#(F) -> B#(F) will be defined with the help ofy*

and two auxiliary mappings.

Extend each p. in M(Y) to Í2 by p.(z)--=p.(z)* and put (/x-7r)(z) = /i(7r(z))7r'(z)*/7r'(z).

p.\-^H-rr is an isometric mapping of M(T) into A/(r'1). For y in B#(T), set

(<P x n)(z)*=<p(tt(z))3(z)2. <p i-> <p x 77 is an isometry of B#(T) onto a real subspace

B'iT") of £#(r"). According to [10, Theorems 3 and 4], the map 8U Y->j*{6tt.¿

is a bijection from T#{T) to an open subset of B'iT"). We may therefore define

j{dß) by the formula./((?„) Xn=j*(0tt.n).j maps T#{T) onto a bounded open domain

in B#{T). In [10], we made certain technical assumptions on the mapping n in

order to prove that the image of T#(r) is open in B'{rn). These assumptions are

unnecessary. This follows from the fact, which we are about to prove, thaty does

not depend on the choice of -n.
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Suppose 77 is replaced by p=n ° A where A eG. By the composition laws for

Schwarzian derivatives,

JVu-p) = {W-°, z} - K" ° A,z) = {*>«•", Az}A\z)2.

Clearly <pxp = i{pxn) o A){A')2 for all <p in B#{Y). We have proved that j is

independent of the choice of n.

Suppose now that <peB#{Y) and \\<p\\<2. From (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3) we find

that piz)= — -^<p(z)A(z) ~2 belongs to A/(r). From the identity

Xiniz))\n'iz)\ = Iz-Zl"1

we obtain ipn)iz)= — \\z — zj2(<pX7r)(z), so that./(0«) = 9>-

We must still prove that j is a homeomorphism onto its image; in other words,

that the map p i->./(0„) is open and continuous. The continuity is clear, for the

maps p\-> p.-n and <pm* <pxn are isometries, and/1 is continuous. Moreover, we

have proved that each neighborhood of zero in MiY) covers an open subset of

B*iY). Hencey'-1 is continuous at the origin. We shall prove that,/ _1 is continuous

at every point after we state Theorem 2, on which our proof depends. Apart from

this step, the proof of Theorem 1 is complete.

Remark. By the definition of j for Y of the second kind, the map 0ß t-*- 0„„

is a real analytic embedding of F*(r) in T#iY").

4. Allowable maps. We shall define a class of allowable maps between reduced

Teichmüller spaces. First we define two classes of primitive allowable maps. The

first consists of all maps a : T#{Y) -> T#{Y0) of the form a(0) = 0o0o where

0O : T0 -> Y belongs to F#(r0). The second class contains all maps a : T#iY) -> T#{Y0)

such that Y = A oY0o A'1 for some A in G and a(0M) = 0U.A for all p. in M{Y),

where Íp-A)iz) = piAz)A'iz)*¡A'iz). An allowable map is the composite of finitely

many primitive allowable maps.

Clearly, every allowable map a: T#{Y) -> F#(r0) preserves Teichmüller distances.

Moreover, a is analytic. If Y is of the first kind this follows from a theorem of

Bers [8, Theorem 8]. If Y is of the second kind and a is of the form 01-> 0 o 0O,

the proof is given in [10, Theorem 5]. For Y of the second kind and a of the form

0ß '-*■ Qß-A, the proof is an easy calculation. Indeed, let j: T#{Y) -> B#iY) and

j0 : F#(r0) -> B#iYQ) be the canonical maps and let the map <p i-> 9 x A of B#iY)

onto B#iY0) be defined by i<pxA)iz) = <p{Az)A'iz)2. Thenyo(0/J.J=y-(0„)x^, and a

is analytic. Since the inverse of every allowable map is allowable we have proved

Theorem 2. Every allowable map a : T#(Y) -> T#{Y0) is an analytic diffeomorphism

which is an isometry with respect to the Teichmüller metric.

We shall now finish the proof of Theorem 1. Let T0 be a group of the second

kind, and let j0 : F#(r0) -*■ B#iY0) be the canonical map. We shall prove that

7o_1 is continuous. Consider any 0O: T0 -+ Y in F#(r0), and let a: F#(f) -> F#(r0)
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be the allowable map a(8) = 8 o 80. a is a homeomorphism, for it preserves

Teichmüller distances. Let j: T#(T) -> B#(F) be the canonical map, and let

ß=Jo ° a °j~1- By Theorem 2, ß is a diffeomorphism. Moreover, we know that

j'1 is continuous at the origin. Therefore jö1 =a °j~l ° ß~l is continuous at

ß(0)=jo~1(öo)- Since we may choose 80 arbitrarily, the proof is complete.

5. Smooth isomorphisms. We call the isomorphism 8 in T#(F) smooth if there

is a real analytic quasiconformal diffeomorphism w which induces 8. Equivalently,

8 = 8ß for some real analytic p. in M(F). The following fact, well known to students

of Teichmüller theory, has, to the author's knowledge, never been published.

Theorem 3. Every 8 in T#(F) is smooth.

Proof. Let S(F) be the set of smooth 8 in T#(r). By Theorem 1, 5(r) is a neigh-

borhood of the origin. (The origin of T#{T) is the identity self-mapping of T.)

we assert that S(F) is open and closed in T#{F). If 8: F -> V is smooth, the allow-

able map 8' i-*- 8' o 8 carries S(T') into S{F) and maps S(V) onto a neighborhood

of 8. Hence S(T) is open. Next, let the sequence {8n} in S(T) converge to 8: F ->- F'

in T#(r). For large n, 8n o 0"1 e S(F'). Hence d=(8n ° Ö"1)"1 o en is smooth, and

SiF) is closed. Since T#(r) is connected, SiF) = T#iF), and the theorem is proved.

6. Finite dimensional spaces. We denote by LT(r) the set of points in Q(r)

which are not left fixed by any element of F except the identity. The orbit space

r\Q'(r) has a unique conformai structure such that the natural projection of

Q'(r) on r\Q'(r) is holomorphic.

The Riemann surface S is said to he finite if there are a closed surface S0 and a

conformai map /: S -*■ S0 such that S0 —f{S) is a finite point set.

Theorem 4. The following statements are equivalent:

(a) 7"#(r) has finite dimension.

(b) r\£2'(T) is a finite Riemann surface.

(c) T is a finitely generated group.

Proof. By Theorem 1, T#{F) is an analytic manifold whose dimension equals

the dimension of B#{T). Therefore T#{F) and B#{T) are interchangeable in (a).

Let A{T) be the complex Banach space of functions 9 holomorphic in D, satisfying

(3.2), and with norm

|<p(z)| dx dy < 00.

r\n

It is well known [7, p. 213] that r\Q'(r) is finite if and only if A(F) has finite

dimension. Let ß(r) be the complex Banach space of all functions <p = <py + i<p2

where 9l, <p2 e B#(F), normed by (3.3). (If F is of the first kind, of course, B(F)

= B#(F).) According to a theorem of Ahlfors [1, Theorem 3], B(F) is canonically
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isomorphic to the conjugate space of A{Y). Indeed, each bounded linear functional

on A{Y) can be written uniquely in the form (<p, <fi), </< in B(Y), where

(6.1) iv, 0) = jjcpizMz)*A(z) -2 dx dy.

r\n

(This result for Y of the first kind is due to Bers, [7, Theorem 1 ].) We conclude that

(a) and (b) are equivalent.

It is well known and easy to prove that (b) implies (c). To obtain the reverse

implication and complete the proof of the theorem, we shall prove that (c) implies

(a). Let {Ax,..., An} be a set of generators for Y. The map P: 0i-> {OiAx),..., 0(^„))

is a one-to-one map of F#(r) into Gn. It is clear, for instance from [3, Theorem 9],

that P is continuous. But the Lie group G has finite dimension three. Hence, by

invariance of domain, F#(r) is finite dimensional. The theorem is proved.

Remark. The equivalence of (b) and (c) is proved in the manuscript of Nielsen

and Fenchel [11]. Other proofs have been given by Ahlfors [1], Bers [7], Heins

[12], and Marden [14]. The above proof is a rather simple application of the

theory of moduli.

7. F is an immersion. In the proof of Theorem 4 we introduced a continuous

one-to-one map P: T#{Y) -*■ Gn. We shall now prove that P is regular at every

point of F#(r). (Recall that F is regular at 0 if and only if F is real analytic at 0

and its differential at 0 is a one-to-one map.) We formulate this result as

Theorem 5. Let {Ax,..., An) be a set of generators for Y. The map

P:0^i0iAx),...,0iAn))

of T#{Y) into Gn is a real analytic one-to-one immersion.

Proof. We have already seen that F is one-to-one. We shall concentrate now on

proving that F is regular at the origin, or, equivalently, P^j'1 is regular at the

origin in B#iY).

By [3, Theorem 11 and its corollary], the map p i-> 0AA) from M{Y) into G is

real analytic for each A in Y. In addition,

Â[p\iz) = lim gfr^Xz)-z       (í real)
í->0 t

exists for all z in U and satisfies

À[p]=f[p]°A-A'f[p.],

where

/M(0 = -i |[(/x(z)F(z, Q + piz)*Riz, 0) dx dy,
u

and Riz, £)«£(£- l)/z(z- l)(z-0- (See [2, Chapter VI D].)
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We call the Beltrami differential p. stationary iff[p-] ° A = A'f[p.] for all A in T.

From [1, Lemma 9], we find that p. is stationary if and only if

(7.1) iï/x(z)y(z) dxdy = 0       for all <p in A{F).

Here p. is extended to Q. by putting p.(z) = p.(z)*, and A(F) is as in the proof of

Theorem 4.

Now for <fi in the open unit ball of B#(F), we have

(Poj-i)(t) = (8u(Ay),...,8u(Ard),

where

(7.2) p.(z) = -^(z-)A(z-)-2.

Since the map /xi-> 0M(/1) is real analytic, P°j~x is real analytic at the origin.

Moreover, the differential of P ° j _1 at the origin is a one-to-one mapping. Other-

wise there would exist a nonzero p. of the form (7.2) which was stationary. From

(7.1) we would obtain

<p(z)>p(z)*X(z) -2 dx dy = 0       for all <p in A(F).

But this says that the inner product (6.1) vanishes for all <p in A(F), which is

impossible unless ip = 0. We conclude that P is regular at the origin.

To complete the proof of the theorem, we again use allowable maps. Let

0:r^r' belong to T#(F), and let a:T#(F') ^T#(F) he the allowable map

a(8') = 8' o d. The generators 8(Ay),..., 6(An) of F' determine the map P'=Po a

of T#(r') into <j\ By what we have already proved, P' is regular at the origin of

T#(F'). Since a is an analytic diffeomorphism, P is regular at 8. The theorem is

proved.

Suppose that the generators Ax,...,An form a "standard sequence of

generators," in the terminology of Keen [13]. Then the image of T#(F) under P

is diffeomorphic to a cell (see [13, especially Theorem 6]). Moreover, one can

show that in this case P is an embedding. We conclude that T#(F) is diffeomorphic

to a cell whenever F is finitely generated. These matters will be discussed in a

forthcoming paper.

8. Spaces of Riemann surfaces. In this section, F will always be a normalized

Fuchsian group which contains no elliptic transformations. We consider those

Riemann surfaces which are conformally equivalent to r\t/ for some P. Such a

surface is called a type I (type II) surface if the group F is of the first (second) kind.

Every type II surface S has a double S of type I. Indeed, the double of the type II

surface F\U is T\Q. (The terminology type I and type II was introduced by Rodlitz

[15].)
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Let fx and f2 be quasiconformal mappings of the Riemann surface S on the

Riemann surfaces Sx and 5*2 respectively. We call / and f2 equivalent if there is a

conformai map h of Sx on S2 such that/2""1 ° h°fx is homotopic to the identity

map. The reduced Teichmüller space F#(5) is the set of equivalence classes. The

following lemma, if Y is of the first kind, is equivalent to a result of Bers [6, §5.4,

Proposition A(l)]. It is essentially equivalent to the lemma of Ahlfors in [2,

Chapter VI A].

Lemma 2. Assume that Y contains no elliptic transformations. There is a canonical

one-to-one map p o/F#(r) on T#{Y\U).

Proof. Let n: [/-> Y\U be the natural projection map. Each p in M{Y) deter-

mines a Fuchsian group Yll = wll° Y o iw^'1, a Riemann surface YU\U, and a

quasiconformal mapping /: Y\U -> Y ¡AU such that fu ° n ° (w,,)-1 is the natural

projection of U on YU\U. We put p(0„) = [/„], the equivalence class of/,. By

[5, p. 99], p is a well-defined map of F#(r) into T#iY\U).

If/is any quasiconformal mapping with domain Y\U, there is a unique p in

A/(r) such that/o tt ° (w,,)-1 is holomorphic, and/is equivalent to/,. Therefore

p is surjective. To verify that p is one-to-one, suppose that p(0u) = p(0v). According

to [5, p. 99] there is a Möbius transformation B:U-^-U such that 0AA)°B

= B o 0V(^) for all ,4 in T. By the reasoning used in the proof of Lemma 1, B ° wv = wu

on L(r). Hence B is the identity (it leaves 0, 1, 00 fixed), and 0„ = 0V. The lemma is

proved.

Remark. This lemma makes clear the significance of Theorem 3. If p. in M{Y)

is real analytic, then the quasiconformal map/,: r\i/-> YU\U used in Lemma 2 to

define p(0K) is a real analytic diffeomorphism. Since each 0 in F#(F) is smooth,

each equivalence class of maps in T#iY\U) contains a real analytic diffeomorphism.

Each quasiconformal map/0: S0 -> S induces an allowable map [/] *-*■ [f°f0] of

T#iS) on F#(5'0). We also call a: T#iS) -> T#iY) an allowable map if a = P~1 ° ß

where ß: F#(S) -> F#(r\t/) is allowable and p: F#(r) -^ T#iY\U) is the canonical

map of Lemma 2. Since 5 is conformally equivalent to some Y\U, there always

exists an allowable map of F#(5) on some F#(r). Recall that in §4 the class of

allowable maps a: F#(r) ->- F#(r') was defined. We omit the easy proof of

Lemma 3. Let a: F#(5) -*■ F#(r) be an allowable map. Then a': T#iS) -+ T#iY')

is allowable if and only if a ° a'1: F#(r) —>■ F#(r') is allowable.

According to Theorem 2, every allowable map a: T#{Y) ->■ F#(r') preserves the

analytic and metric structures. Therefore, Lemma 3 allows us to define the analytic

and metric structures of T#iS) as the structures induced on F#(5) by any allowable

mapa:7*(S)-+r#(r).

Theorem 6. (a) If S is a type I surface, T#iS) is a complex analytic manifold.
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(b) If S is a type II surface, T#(S) is a real analytic manifold. IfH is the double of

S, there is a canonical real analytic imbedding ofT#(S) in T#{L).

(c) T#(S) has finite dimension if and only if S has a finitely generated fundamental

group.

Proof. Let a: T#(S) ->■ T#(F) be an allowable map. If 5 is a type I surface, T

is a group of the first kind and (a) follows from Theorem 1. Similarly, if S is a type

II surface, F is of the second kind, and Theorem 1 implies that T#(S) is a real

analytic manifold.

To complete the proof of (b), let -n: £/-> Q(F) he a holomorphic covering map

and let F* he the Fuchsian group of £ in G such that v o B=A ° n for some A in

T. Then n determines a conformai map h of F"\U on F\Q., and this map determines

a natural extension of the allowable map a: T#(S) -> T#{T) to an allowable map

ß : T#{Z) -*■ T#(Fn). Indeed, a is determined by a quasiconformal map / of S on

F\U. f extends by reflection to a quasiconformal map f of S on F\Q, and

h-1 of: S -> F*\U determines ß.

The natural map s of T#(S) into T#(L) is defined as follows. Iff: S^S' is

quasiconformal, then 5" is a type II surface and /extends by reflection to a quasi-

conformal mapping /: S -+ £'. We put s([f]) = [/"]. This map is well defined by

[9, Theorem 2]. Moreover, if a, ß, F, and F" are as above, then ß ° s ° a'1 is simply

the map 8U l-> 6U.„ of T#(F) into T#(F") which was defined during the proof of

Theorem 1. It was remarked at the end of §3 that this map is a real analytic

imbedding. Hence, so is the natural map s.

It remains to prove (c). It is well known that S has a finitely generated funda-

mental group if and only if either S is a finite (type 1) surface in the sense of §6,

or else S is a type II surface and S is finite. Thus, (c) is an immediate consequence

of Theorem 4, and Theorem 6 is proved.
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